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DVD Knife is a straightforward and simple-to-use program which allows you to split DVD videos
(namely VOB files) into multiple pieces. It can be easily figured out, even by less experienced users.
The interface of the application is plain and simple to work with. Loading a DVD can be done by
using either the file browser because the 'drag and drop' functionality is not included. Unfortunately,
you cannot cut multiple selections from the same DVD clip at the same time. So, you can preview
the movie in a built-in media player and use standard commands (such as pause and stop), navigate
back and forth within the clip by using a slider, adjust the volume, zoom in and out. From the
'Options' section, you can modify some settings regarding performance (e.g. connection speed,
network buffering, DVD and video playback), plug-ins and network (e.g. allow the player to receive
multicast streams). So, all you have to do is move the slider and mark the start and end position, in
order to make a selection. Before saving the piece to file (by establishing the output directory and
name), you can view the start and end position, total length of the clip, along with the current time.
The DVD processing tool runs on a high amount of CPU and system memory, has a good response
time, quickly finishes a trimming task, and includes user documentation. We have not come across
any problems throughout our testing; DVD Knife did not freeze, crash or pop up error dialogs.
Although the tool has a limited functionality, it can be seamlessly figured out, even by less
experienced users. The purpose of this program is to extract some files from a protected DVD disc,
such as those used to encrypt home DVDs as ISO/UDF images. It generates a list of DVD title and
chapters, then it extracts the files using the command line parameters. You can easily browse
through the list of titles and chapters extracted from the DVD. The program allows you to select any
of the title and chapters of your DVD. The list of titles and chapters is displayed in a drop-down
listbox (Titles and Chapters), as well as in a treeview (tree view). You can view and sort the list of the
titles and chapters from the menu item. The program can organize the extracted files in folders from
the DVD. The program features built-in task scheduler (as well as a scheduler console). The
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SUMMARY: DVD Knife is a straightforward and simple-to-use program which allows you to split DVD
videos (namely VOB files) into multiple pieces. It can be easily figured out, even by less experienced
users. The interface of the application is plain and simple to work with. Loading a DVD can be done
by using either the file browser because the 'drag and drop' functionality is not included.
Unfortunately, you cannot cut multiple selections from the same DVD clip at the same time. So, you
can preview the movie in a built-in media player and use standard commands (such as pause and
stop), navigate back and forth within the clip by using a slider, adjust the volume, zoom in and out.
From the 'Options' section, you can modify some settings regarding performance (e.g. connection
speed, network buffering, DVD and video playback), plug-ins and network (e.g. allow the player to
receive multicast streams). So, all you have to do is move the slider and mark the start and end
position, in order to make a selection. Before saving the piece to file (by establishing the output
directory and name), you can view the start and end position, total length of the clip, along with the
current time. The DVD processing tool runs on a high amount of CPU and system memory, has a
good response time, quickly finishes a trimming task, and includes user documentation. We have not
come across any problems throughout our testing; DVD Knife did not freeze, crash or pop up error
dialogs. Although the tool has a limited functionality, it can be seamlessly figured out, even by less
experienced users. PROS: It is simple to use and figure out. It loads DVD videos straight from the file
browser. It can select multiple selections at the same time. You can adjust audio and video playback
speed using a built-in media player. Some options are available through the interface for users to
customize the program. CONS: It does not include split or merge features. It cannot split VOB files. It
is unable to open VOB files. Bottom Line: 4 Overall: You can download DVD Knife (English) from
Softonic link below. Price and Availability: It is available for free download. Platform: It runs on
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DVD Knife will rip (split) a DVD video file into separate files, each of which is labeled. You can select
where to split the files (video, audio, or menu) and also rename and organize them to meet your
needs. All you have to do is drag and drop the DVD file onto the DVD Knife window, then select the
option to either 'Cut' or 'Trim' the video. After the trimming is complete, the program will display the
start and end points of each separate part or file. You can then use standard file management
functions to move or copy them to other programs, such as media players. The following illustration
represents a DVD file split into three files as the example given above: DVD Wine can be used for a
quick DVD file copying, making it possible to choose not only the files to copy, but also to select the
locations, whether a file is to be copied as a single file or copied to an archive. Unlike other tools,
DVD Wine will properly preserve DVD video links as a single file. Moreover, the software offers
convenience features, such as video playback, picture viewer, an audio file recorder, virtual
keyboard, drag-and-drop, and much more. It is an easy-to-use program with a convenient interface.
You can use the application without knowledge, which is a huge bonus. Finally, the program's
resume function facilitates the use of other applications (such as CAD or Office) without having to
start over from the beginning. So, after you finish viewing a video, you can easily resume where you
left off using this function. Key Features of DVD Wine: Supports read-only DVDs (CDs and DVD-R)
Supports DVD ISO files (music CDs and DVDs) This edition adds support for DVD-Video ISO files
(NTSC, PAL) Trim, Paste, Copy, Move and Split DVD in a straight forward and simple to use fashion.
Supports multiple DVD files from a single DVD. Multi-threading for a faster DVD video conversion.
Support for x64 (64-bit) operating systems for Windows 10 Support for Visual Studio 2017 and Visual
Studio 2017.2 Supports DVD and DVD-V video formats. Quick transfer and conversion DVD to file
format. Supports Drag and Drop of DVD files. Guides for multiple visual media, such as DVD, VCD,
SVCD, DVD-R, DVD-RW, CD, V

What's New In?

Advanced DVD splitting program for Windows, including a built-in video player for previewing and a
plug-in player for playing DVDs. It can be applied to any number of DVDs on different devices and at
the same time. Major features: Drag and drop functionality for adding the selected scenes to a list
Built-in media player for previewing and automatically playing the selected scenes. It also comes
with a plug-in player for playing DVDs. Option for DVD and video playback to change the playback
speed, volume, pause and stop playback at any time. Option for DVD or video playback, including
disc pause and skip when playing back the selected clip. Option for networking (TCP or UDP) and
plug-in settings. Option to mark the start and end positions of the selection with a time stamp and a
total clip length. Option for synchronization of the clip (video track, audio track or video quality).
Option for choosing a compatible format for the DVD clip (still images, video files, video thumbnail,
subpicture, chapter points, etc.). Preview the specified range for the selected scenes in the media
player Option to change the size of the preview or full screen mode. Option to zoom in/out the
selected region and media player. Option to save the selected clips to file (split to a directory) and
display the current time (auto advance and borderless playback). Options for outputting the clips to
a directory. Trailer and menu support for DVD titles. Option for exporting the clip to any other video
format (AVI, MOV, WMV, RM, FLV, MPG, etc.) Option for coping an entire DVD disc with/without audio
tracks. Option for creating an index. Built-in DVD player Switchable DVD and video player Built-in
DVD and video player for previewing the specified clip Built-in media player Select from the drop-
down list to choose the video player program This DVD and video player has a media library and can
be used to play a specific clip Built-in DVD and video player (automatically plays the specified clip)
Built-in media player (automatically plays the specified clip) Switching between the DVD player and
media player Built-in media player Built-in DVD and video player
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System Requirements For DVD Knife:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit versions only) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, Intel Core i5,
Intel Core i7 Memory: 2 GB RAM Video: Intel HD Graphics, Nvidia GeForce GTX 760 Hard Drive: 25 GB
available space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible with Windows 7 Additional Notes: The program
will install, but no games will be playable. The program is only compatible with the following
Nintendo DS
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